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In this paper, we use the auxiliary principle technique to suggest a new class of
predictor-corrector algorithms for solving multivalued general mixed variational
inequalities. The convergence of the proposed method only requires the partially
relaxed strong monotonicity of the operator, which is weaker than co-coercivity. As
special cases, we obtain a number of known and new results for solving various
classes of variational inequalities.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Variational inequalities theory has emerged an interesting and fascinat-
ing branch of applicable mathematics with a wide range of applications in
industry, physical, regional, social, pure, and applied sciences. This field is
dynamic and is experiencing an explosive growth in both theory and
applications; as a consequence, research techniques and problems are
drawn from various fields. Variational inequalities have been generalized
and extended in different directions using novel and innovative techniques.
An important and useful generalization of variational inequalities is called
the multivalued general mixed variational inequality. For applications and
 numerical methods, see 12, 1419 and the references therein. There are
several numerical methods for solving variational inequalities and related
optimization problems. Among the most efficient numerical techniques are
projection and its variant forms, WienerHopf equations, auxiliary princi-
ple, and the penalty function methods. It is well known that the conver-
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gence analysis of the projection method requires that the underlying
operator must be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous. These strict
conditions rule out many applications of the projection methods. These
facts motivated us to modify the projection methods using the updating
technique of the solution and the WienerHopf equations methods; see,
 for example, 17, 19, 21, 22, 29 and the references therein for recent
state-of-the-art techniques. It is well known that all the projection type
methods cannot be extended and generalized to suggest and analyze
iterative methods for solving the mixed variational inequalities involving
the nonlinear terms. Second the evaluation of the projection of the
operator is very expansive. To overcome these drawbacks, we use the
resolvent operator methods. In fact, if the nonlinear term involving
the mixed variational inequalities is proper, convex, and lower-semicon-
tinuous, then the mixed variational inequalities are equivalent to the
fixed-point problem and the resolvent equations. In this technique, the
Ž .given operator is decomposed into the sum of maximal monotone opera-
tors, whose resolvents are easier to evaluate than the resolvent of the given
original operator. In the context of the mixed variational inequalities, Noor
 1719 has used the resolvent operator and resolvent equations tech-
niques to develop various splitting and predictor-corrector type methods
for solving mixed variational inequalities and related optimization prob-
lems using the updating technique of the solution. A useful feature of the
forwardbackward splitting methods is that the resolvent operator involves
the subdifferential of the proper, convex, and lower-semicontinuous func-
tion and the other part facilitates the problem decomposition only. If the
nonlinear term involving the mixed variational inequalities is an indicator
function of a closed convex set in a space, then the resolvent operator is
exactly the projection operator from the space into the convex set. Conse-
quently, the resolvent equations are equivalent to the WienerHopf equa-
   tions, which were introduced by Shi 28 and Robinson 27 . For the recent
 applications of the WienerHopf equations, see 13 . In passing, we
remark that the resolvent equations play the same role in the mixed
variational inequalities as the WienerHopf equations in variational in-
equalities. To implement these methods, one has to evaluate the resolvent
of the operator, which is itself a difficult problems. If the nonlinear term is
nondifferentiable, then one cannot use the resolvent type methods for
solving the mixed type variational inequalities. Furthermore, the updating
technique of the solution cannot be extended to suggest two-step, three-step
Ž .splitting, and predictor-corrector type methods for multivalued mixed
variational inequalities. These facts motivated us to consider and develop
other methods. One of these techniques is called the auxiliary principle,
 the origin of which can be traced back to Lions and Stampacchia 9 . This
technique deals with finding the auxiliary variational inequality and prov-
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ing that the solution of the auxiliary problem is the solution of the original
variational inequality by using the fixed-point technique. It turned out that
this technique can be used to find the equivalent differentiable optimiza-
Ž .tion problem, which enables us to construct a gap merit function. These
Ž .gap merit functions have played an important part in developing some
efficient iterative methods for solving variational inequalities; see 5, 22,
  24, 30 . Glowinski et al. 6 used this technique to study the existence of a
 solution of the mixed variational inequalities. Noor 11, 12, 1416 has
used the auxiliary principle technique to develop some iterative methods
for solving various classes of variational inequalities and optimization
problems. It has been shown that a substantial number of numerical
methods can be obtained as special cases from this technique; see 10,
1116, 30 and references therein. In this paper, we use the auxiliary
principle technique to suggest a class of three-step predictor-corrector
iterative methods for multivalued general mixed variational inequalities. In
particular, we show that one can obtain various forwardbackward split-
ting, modified resolvent, and other methods as special cases from these
methods. We also prove that the convergence of the suggested methods
requires only the partially relaxed strong monotonicity, which is a weaker
condition than the co-coercivity. Consequently, our results represent an
improvement and refinement of the previously known results. Our results
 can be considered as an extension of the results of Noor 11, 12, 14, 15
for solving general mixed variational inequalities and complementarity
problems.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let H be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and norm are
² :   Ž .denoted by  , and  , respectively. Let C H be a family of all
Ž .nonempty compact subset of H. Let T : H C H be a multivalued
operator and g : HH be a single-valued operator. Let K be a nonempty
 4closed convex set in H. Let  : H R  be a function.
Ž .For a given single-valued operator N , : HHH, we consider the
Ž .problem of finding uH,  T u such that
² :N  ,  , g   g u   g    g u 	 0, g  H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2.1Ž .
Ž .The inequality of type 2.1 is called the multialued general mixed aria-
tional inequality. It can be shown that a wide class of multivalued odd order
and nonsymmetric free, obstacle, moving, equilibrium, and optimization
problems arising in pure and applied sciences can be studied via the
Ž .multivalued variational inequalities 2.1 .
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 4If  : H R  is a proper, convex, and lower semicontinuous
Ž . Ž .function, then problem 2.1 is equivalent to finding uH,  T u such
that
0N  ,    g u , 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where  is the subdifferential of  and is a maximal monotone operator.
Ž . Ž .Problem 2.2 is also known as finding a zero of the sum of maximal
Ž .monotone mappings. Problems of type 2.2 has been extensively studied
 recently; see 5, 1719 .
We note that if T : HH is a single-valued operator, then problem
Ž .2.1 is equivalent to finding uH such that
² :N u , u , g   g u   g    g u 	 0, g  H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2.3Ž .
which is known as the general mixed variational inequality.
Ž .If N u, u  Tu, T : HH and  is the indicator function of a closed
Ž .convex set K in H, then problem 2.3 is equivalent to finding uH,
Ž .g u  K such that
² :Tu , g   g u 	 0, g   K , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which is called the general ariational inequality introduced and studied by
 Noor 21 in 1988. It can be shown that a class of quasi variational
inequalities and nonconvex programming problems can be studied by the
 general variational inequality approach; see Noor 15, 16, 25, 26 .
Ž .We remark that if g I, the identity operator, then problem 2.1 is
Ž .equivalent to finding uH,  T u such that
² :N  ,  ,   u      u 	 0,  H , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which are called the generalized mixed variational inequalities. If  is the
Ž .indicator function of a closed convex set K in H, then problem 2.1 is
Ž . Ž .equivalent to finding uH, g u  K ,  T u such that
² :N  ,  , g   g u 	 0, g   K , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
which is known as the multivalued variational inequality, introduced and
 studied by Noor 25 recently. In particular, for g I, the identity opera-
tor, the problem is called the generalized variational inequality problem
 introduced and is studied by Fang and Peterson 4 .
 ² : 4If K *
 uH: u,  	 0,   K is a polar cone of a convex cone
Ž .K in H, then problem 2.6 is equivalent to finding uH such that
² :g u  K , N  ,   K *, and N  ,  , g u 
 0, 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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which is known as the multivalued complementarity problem. We note that
Ž . Ž .if g u 
 um u , where m is a point-to-point mapping, then problem
Ž . Ž .2.7 is called the multivalued quasi implicit complementarity problem.
Ž .For N u, u  Tu, the problem is called the general nonlinear complemen-
tarity problem; see the references for the formulation and numerical
methods.
Ž . Ž .It is clear that problems 2.2  2.7 are special cases of the multivalued
Ž .variational inequality 2.1 . In brief, for a suitable and appropriate choice
Ž .of the operators T , g, N , and the space H, one can obtain a wide class
of variational inequalities and complementarity problems. This clearly
Ž .shows that problem 2.1 is quite general and a unifying one. Furthermore,
Ž .problem 2.1 has many important applications in various branches of pure
 and applied sciences; see 230 .
We also need the following well known result and concepts.
LEMMA 2.1. u,  H, we hae
² :   2   2   22 u ,  
 u  u   . 2.8Ž .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. u , u , zH, w  T u , w  T u , the operator1 2 1 1 2 2
Ž . Ž .N , : HH C H is said to be:
Ž .i g-partially relaxed strongly monotone, if there exists a constant
 0 such that
² :   2N w , w N w , w , g z  g u 	 g u  g z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 1
Ž .ii g-co-coercive, if there exists a constant 	 0 such that
² :N w , w N w , w , g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 1 2
  2	 	 N w , w N w , w ,Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
Ž .iii M-Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant 
 0 such
that
 M T u , T u  
 u  u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .where M , is the Hausdorff metric on C H . We remark that if z
 u ,1
then g-partially relaxed strong monotonicity is exactly g-monotonicity of
Ž . Ž .the operator N , . For g I, the indentity operator and N u, u 
 Tu,
T : HH is an operator, Definition 2.1 reduces to the definition of
partially relaxed strong monotonicity and co-coercivity of the operator.
 Using the technique of Noor 11 , it can be shown that g-co-coercivity
implies g-partially relaxed strong monotonicity, but not conversely. Conse-
quently, it follows that the concept of g-partially relaxed strong monotonic-
ity is weaker than co-coercivity.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we suggest and analyze a new iterative method for
Ž .solving the problem 2.1 by using the auxiliary principle technique.
Ž .For a given uH,  T u consider the problem of finding a unique
wH, satisfying the auxiliary variational inequality
² :N  ,   g w  g u , g   g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
  g    g u 	 0, g  H , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
where  0 is a constant.
We note that if w
 u, then clearly w is a solution of the multivalued
Ž .variational inequality 2.1 . This observation enables us to suggest the
following predictor-corrector method for solving the multivalued mixed
Ž .variational inequalities 2.1 .
ALGORITHM 3.1. For a given u H, compute the approximate solu-0
tion u by the iterative schemesn1
² :N  ,  g u  g w , g   g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n1 n n1
  g    g u 	 0, g  H 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n1
   T w :    M T w , T w 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
² :N  ,   g w  g y , g   g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
  g    g w 	 0, g  H 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
   T y :    M T y , T y 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
and
² :	N  ,   g y  g u , g   g yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
 	 g   	 g y 	 0, g  H . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
   T u :    M T u , T u , n
 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
3.7Ž .
where  0, 	 0, and  0 are constants.
Note that if g I, the identity operator, then Algorithm 3.1 reduces to
the following predictor-corrector method for solving the mixed variational
Ž .inequalities 2.3 .
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ALGORITHM 3.2. For a given u H, compute u by the iterative0 n1
schemes
² :N  ,  u  w ,   u      u 	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n1 n n1 n1
 H ,
   T w :    M T w , T wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
² :N  ,   w  y ,   w      w 	 0,  HŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
   T y :    M T y , T yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
² :	N  ,   y  u ,   y  	   	 y 	 0,  H .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
   T u :    M T u , T u , n
 0, 1, 2 . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n1 n n1 n
If  is a proper, convex, and lower-semicontinuous function, Algorithm
3.1 can be written as
ALGORITHM 3.3. For a given u H, compute u such that  0 n1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .T w ,   T y ,   T u by the iterative schemesn n n n n
g u 
 J g w  N  , ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n1  n n n
g w 
 J g y  N  ,  ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n  n n n
g y 
 J g u  	N  ,  , n
 0, 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n  n n n
where J is the resolvent operator associated with the subdifferential ,
 which is a maximal monotone operator; see 17, 18 .
Algorithm 3.3 is a three-step forwardbackward splitting method for
Ž .solving multivalued mixed variational inequalities 2.1 , which appears to
be a new one.
If T is a single-valued operator, then Algorithm 3.1 collapses to the
following predictor-corrector method for solving general mixed variational
Ž .inequalities 2.2 and appears to be a new one.
ALGORITHM 3.4. For a given u H, compute u by the iterative0 n1
schemes
² :N w , w  g u  g w , g   g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n1 n n1
  g    g u 	 0, g  HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n1
² :N y , y  g w  g y , g   g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
  g    g w 	 0, g  HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
² :	N u , u  g y  g u , g   g yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
 	 g   	 g y 	 0, g  H .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
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We remark that Algorithm 3.4 can be written in the equivalent form as
ALGORITHM 3.5. For a given u H, compute u by the iterative0 n1
schemes
g y 
 J g u  	N u , uŽ . Ž . Ž .n  n n n
g w 
 J g y  N y , yŽ . Ž . Ž .n  n n n
g u 
 J g w  N w , w , n
 0, 1, 2 . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .n1  n n n
Ž .If N u, u  Tu, T : HH is a single-valued operator, then Algorithm
3.1 becomes:
ALGORITHM 3.6. For a given u H, compute the approximate solu-0
tion u by the iterative schemesn1
² :T w  g u  g w , g   g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n n1
  g    g u 	 0, g  HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n1
² :T y  g w  g y , g   g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
  g    g y 	 0, g  HŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
² :	Tu  g y  g u , g   g y  	 g   	 g y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n
g  H .Ž .
If  is the indicator function of a closed convex set K in H, then
 Algorithm 3.6 reduces to the following algorithm of Noor 12 for solving
Ž .the general variational inequalities 2.4 .
Ž .ALGORITHM 3.7. For a given u H, g u  K , compute the approxi-0 0
mate solution u by the iterative schemesn1
² :T w  g u  g w , g   g u 	 0, g   KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n n1
² :T y  g w  g y , g   g w 	 0, g   KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
² :	Tu  g y  g u , g   g y 	 0, g   K .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
 For the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3.7, see Noor 12 .
Ž .For a suitable choice of the operators N , , T and the space H, one
can obtain various new and known methods for solving variational inequal-
ities and complementarity problems.
For the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3.1, we need the following
 result, which is proved by using the technique of Noor 11 .
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Ž .LEMMA 3.1. Let uH be the exact solution of 2.1 and u ben1
Ž .the approximate solution obtained from Algorithm 3.1. If the operator N , :
Ž .HH C H is a g-partially relaxed strongly monotone operator with
constant  0, then
  2g u  g uŽ . Ž .n1
  2   2 g u  g u  1 2 g u  g u . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let uH,  T u be a solution of 2.1 . Then
² :N  ,  , g   g u   g    g u 	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
g  H 3.9Ž . Ž .
² :N  ,  g   g u   g    g u 	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
g  H 3.10Ž . Ž .
² :	N  ,  , g   g u  	 g   	 g  	 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
g  H , 3.11Ž . Ž .
where  0,  0, and 	 0 are constants.
Ž . Ž .Now taking  
 u in 3.9 and  
 u in 3.2 , we haven1
² :N  ,  , g u  g u   g u   g u 	 0 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n1 n1
and
² :N  ,   g u  g w , g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n1 n n1
  g u   g u 	 0. 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n1
Ž . Ž .Adding 3.12 and 3.13 , we have
² :g u  g w , g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n1
² :	  N  , N  ,  , g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n1
  2	 g u  g w , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n
Ž .where we have used the fact that N , is g-partially relaxed strongly
monotone with constant  0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Setting u
 g u  g u and  
 g u  g w in 2.6 , we obtainn1 n1 n
² :g u  g w , g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n1
1 2 2   
 g u  g w  g u  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . n n12
  2 g u  g w . 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .4n1 n
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Ž . Ž .Combining 3.14 and 3.15 , we have
  2g u  g uŽ . Ž .n1
  2   2 g w  g u  1 2 g u  g w . 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n
Ž . Ž .Taking  
 u in 3.4 and  
 w in 3.10 , we haven
² :N  ,  , g w  g u   g w   g u 	 0 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n
and
² :N  ,   g w  g y , g u  g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
  g u   g w 	 0. 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .Adding 3.18 and 3.17 and rearranging the terms, we have
² :g w  g y , g u  g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
² :	  N  ,  N  ,  , g w  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
  2	 g y  g w , 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .since N , is a g-partially relaxed strongly monotone operator with
constant  0.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now taking  
 g w  g y and u
 g u  g w in 2.6 , 3.19 cann n n
be written as
  2   2   2g u  g w  g u  g y  1 2 g y  g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
  2 g u  g y , for 0  12 . 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž .Similarly, by taking  
 u in 3.5 and  
 u in 3.11 and using then1
Ž .g-partially relaxed strong monotonicity of the operator N , , we have
² :   2g y  g u , g u  g y 		 g y  g u . 3.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n
Ž .Letting  
 y  u , and u
 u y in 2.6 , and combining the resultantn n n
Ž .with 3.21 , we have
  2   2   2g y  g u  g u  g u  1 2	 g y  g uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
2 1  g u  g u , for 0 	 . 3.22Ž . Ž . Ž .n 2
Now
  2   2g u  g w 
 g u  g u  g u  g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n1 n n n
  2   2
 g u  g u  g u  g wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n
² : 2 g u  g u , g u  g w . 3.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n n n
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 3.16 , 3.20 , 3.22 , and 3.23 , we obtain
  2g u  g uŽ . Ž .n1
  2   2 g u  g u  1 2 g u  g u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n1 n
Ž .the required result 3.8 .
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a finite dimensional space. Let g : HH be
1 Ž .inertible and 0  . Let T : H C H be an M-Lipschitz continuous2
operator. If u is the approximate solution obtained from Algorithm 3.1 andn1
Ž .uH is the exact solution of 2.1 , then lim u 
 u.n n
1Ž . Ž .Proof. Let uH be a solution of 1 . Since 0  , from 3.8 , it2
 Ž . Ž .4follows that the sequence g u  g u is nonincreasing and conse-n
 4quently u is bounded. Furthermore, we haven





 lim g u  g u 
 0. 3.24Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n
n
 4  4Let u be the cluster point of u and let the subsequence u of theˆ n n j
 4 Ž .sequence u converge to uH. Replacing w and y by u in 3.2 ,ˆn n n n j
Ž . Ž . Ž .3.4 , and 3.6 , taking the limit n   and using 3.24 , we havej
² :N  ,  , g   g u   g    g u 	 0, g  H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
which implies that u solves the multivalued mixed variational inequalityˆ
Ž .2.1 and
  2   2g u  g u  g u  g u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n1 n
 4Thus it follows from the above inequality that the sequence u hasn
exactly one cluster point u andˆ
lim g u 
 g u .Ž . Ž .ˆn
n
Since g is invertible, thus
lim u 
 u.Ž . ˆn
n
Ž . Ž .It remains to show that  T u . From 3.7 and using the M-Lipschitz
continuity of T , we have
      M T u , T u  
 u  u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
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which implies that    as n . Now considern
 d  , T u     d  , T uŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n
    M T u , T uŽ . Ž .Ž .n n
       
 u  u  0 as n ,n n
Ž Ž ..   Ž .4where d  , T u 
 inf  z : z T u , and 
 0 is the M-Lipschitz
Ž Ž ..continuity constant. From the above inequality, it follows that d  , T u
Ž . Ž . Ž .
 0. This implies that  T u , since T u  C H . This completes the
proof.
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